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Part 8: Small-World Network Model
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Small World-Phenomenon
l

Milgram’s experiment

§ Given a target individual - stockbroker in Boston - pass the
message to a person you know on a first name basis who you
think is closest to the target
l

Outcome

§ 20% of the the chains were completed
§ Average chain length of completed trials ~ 6.5
l

Dodds, Muhamad and Watts have repeated this
experiment using e-mail communications

§ Completion rate is lower, average chain length is lower too
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Small World-Phenomenon
l

Are these numbers accurate?

§ What bias do the uncompleted chains introduce?

inter-country
intra-country
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Source: An Experimental Study of Search in Global Social Networks: Peter Sheridan Dodds, Roby Muhamad, and
Duncan J. Watts (8 August 2003); Science 301 (5634), 827.

Clustering in real networks
l

What would you expect if networks were completely
cliquish?

§ Friends of my friends are also my friends
§ What happens to small paths?
l

Real-world networks (e.g., social networks) exhibit high
levels of transitivity/clustering

§ But they also exhibit short paths too
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Clustering coefficient
l

The network models that we have seen until now (random
graph, configuration model and preferential attachment)
do not show any significant clustering coefficient

§ For instance the random graph model has a clustering
coefficient of c/n-1, which vanishes in large networks
l
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However, it is easy to find networks that have high
clustering coefficient independent of the network size

Triangular lattice
l

For instance, consider a triangular lattice

l

Due to symmetry we can consider a random vertex

§ Clustering coefficient gives the probability that two neighbors of
the vertex under consideration are themselves friends
l

Every vertex has six neighbors and hence there are 15
pairs of neighbors

§ From them 6 are connected
ü Hence,

the clustering coefficient is 0.4
ü Independent of the network size
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Circle model
l

Figure 15.1: A triangular lattice. Any vertex in a triangular lattice, such as the one highlighted
here, has six neighbors and hence
pairs of neighbors, of which six are connected by edges
giving a clustering coefficient of = 0.4 for the whole network, regardless of size.

In this model the vertices are arranged to a circle

§ Each node is connected
to the
itsnumber
c nearest
vertices
To calculate
of triangles in
such a network, we observe that a trip around any
ü Fixed

l

triangle must consist of two steps in the same direction around the circle—say clockwise—
followed by one step back to close the triangle. The number of triangles per vertex in the whole
network is then equal to the number of such triangles that start from any given point.

degree for all nodes

A triangle in this network
requires
twoAny
edge
atas the
Figure 15.1:
A triangular lattice.
vertex intraversals
a triangular lattice, such
here, has six neighbors and hence
pairs of neighbors, of which six are conn
the same direction on the
circle
and
one
at
the opposite
giving a clustering coefficient of = 0.4 for the whole network, regardless of size.

§ The final/opposite step can span at most c/2 vertices
To calculate the number of triangles in such a network, we observe that a
§ Hence, the number oftriangle
triangles
forofatwogiven
given
bythethe
must consist
steps in node
the sameis
direction
around
circle—s

followed byof
one step
back to close the
the triangle.
number of triangles
number of distinct ways
choosing
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Figure 15.2: A simple one-dimensional

each is connected to its c nearest neighbors, where c = 6 in this example. (b) The same network
with periodic boundary conditions applied, making the line into a circle.

§ The number of connected triples per vertex is:
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Circle model
l

Hence, the clustering coefficient of the circle model is:
nc( 2c −1) × 3 3(c − 2)
C=
=
1 nc(c −1)
4(c −1)
2
1
4

l

The clustering coefficient is not constant as in the
triangular lattice but it takes values between 0 (when c=2)
and 0.75 (when c!∞)

§ However, note that C is independent of n
l

While this model
has two problems

exhibits large clustering coefficient it

§ Degree distribution
§ “Large-worlds” à The average shortest path is not small as in
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real networks

Small-world models
l

Random graphs exhibit small paths but not clustering

§ Why not try to combine these two models together?
l

The small-world model (Watts and Strogatz 1998) tries to
do exactly this

§ We start with a circle model of n vertices The
in small-world
which model,
every
vertex
in its original form, inte

random graph by moving or rewiring edges from t
has a degree of c
structure of the model is shown in Fig. 15.3a. Startin
every vertex has degree c, we go through each of the
§ We go through each of the edges and with
some
p joins
remove that
edge andprobability
replace it with one that
The randomly placed edges are commonly referred to
we rewire it
they create shortcuts from one part of the circle to ano

ü Remove

this edge and pick two vertices uniformly at random and
connect them with a new edge
o Shortcut edge
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Small-world models
l

The parameter p controls the interpolation between the
circle model and the random graph

§ p=0 à ordered situation/circle model
§ p=1 à random graph
§ Intermediate values of p give networks somewhere in between
l

The crucial and interesting point is that small paths appear
even for small values of p as we increase from p=0, while
the high clustering remains until fairly large values of p

§ Hence, there is a regime for values of p where both small paths
as well as high clustering exists!
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Small-world models
l
l

The above model is the original small-world model but it is
rather involved to be analyzed
We will use another model for our derivations

§ Edges are added at random between two vertices in the circular
lattice but no edges from the original circle are removed
§ The definition of p is remaining the same
ü For

every edge at the original
circle
create
an additional
The small-world
model, inwe
its original
form, interpolates
between our circle
random
graph
by
moving
or
rewiring
edges
from
the
circle
to random position
shortcut with probability p structure
between
two
randomly
chosen
vertices
of the model is shown in Fig. 15.3a. Starting with a circle model of n ve

l

every vertex has degree c, we go through each of the edges in turn and with some p

When p!1 we no longer have
a edge
completely
random
graph
remove that
and replace it with one
that joins two vertices
chosen uniforml

The randomly placed edges are commonly referred to as shortcuts because, as show
they create shortcuts from one part of the circle to another.

§ This is not a big problem since we are interested in the
regime where p is small
ü The
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only difference in this regime is that a small number
of edges around the circle that would be absent in the
original model are now present

Small-world models
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Degree distribution
l

In the small world model that we examine every node has
at least degree c

l

The expected number of shortcut edges we add is (1/2)ncp

§ ncp ends of shortcut edges
l

l
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The number of shortcuts s attached to any vertex is
s
Poisson distributed:
−cp (cp)
ps = e
s!
The total vertex degree is k=c+s
k−c
(cp)
pk = e−cp
, k≥c
(k − c)!

Degree distribution
l

For c=6, p=0.5

Not similar to real
world networks
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Figure 15.4: The degree distribution of the small-world model. The frequency distribution of

Clustering coefficient
l

l

In order to calculate the clustering coefficient we need to
calculate the number of triangles and connected triples
after the addition of the shortcuts
Number of triangles

§ The triangles of the original circle are not changed: (1/4)nc(c-1)
§ New triangles can be created
ü In
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general nodes that have distance on the circle between (1/2)c+1
up to c are connected through 2-hop paths
o This number increases linear with the size of the network n
ü If a shortcut connects them then we have a new triangle
1 ncp
cp cp
=
≅
ü The probability they are connected through a shortcut is: 1 2
n(n
−1)
n
−1
n
2
ü Hence, the number of triangles that are completed through the
shortcuts is proportional to n*cp/n=cp
o At the limit of large n these triangles are negligible compared to
these of the original circle

Clustering coefficient
l

Number of connected triples

§ All connected triples of the original circle are still there: (1/2)nc(c-1)
§ Every shortcut creates new connected triples
ü At

each end of the shortcut edge there are c edges that can form a
triple
ü Hence, the total number of triples created due to a single shortcut are:
(1/2)ncp*2*c=nc2p

§ Pairs of shortcuts attached to a vertex can create connected triples
as well
ü If

a vertex has m attached shortcuts there are (1/2)m(m-1) triples
centered at this node
ü The number of shortcuts a node received is Poisson distributed with
mean cp
o Hence, the expected number of connected triples centered at a
given vertex is (1/2)c2p2
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Clustering coefficient
l

Combining all above together the clustering coefficient for
the small-world network model we consider is:

nc( 12 c −1) × 3
3(c − 2)
C=
=
2
1 nc(c −1) + nc 2 p + 1 nc 2 p 2
4(c
−1)
+
8cp
+
4cp
2
2
1
4

§ For p=0 we obtain the clustering coefficient of the circle model
§ As p grows the clustering coefficient reduces
ü For

p=1 the minimum value is C
ü This value is non zero
o E.g., for c=6 à Cmin=0.13
l
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min

=

3(c − 2)
4c −1

Note: the original small-world model from Watts and
Strogatz exhibits Cmin=0

Clustering coefficient
l
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For c=6 and n=600

Average shortest path lengths
l

l

The analytical treatment of shortest paths in the small-world
model is harder compared to degree distribution and
clustering coefficient
It can be argued that the average path length is given by:

ln(ncp)
=
, ncp >> 1
2
c p

§ The average path length will increase only logarithmically with n
for given c and p
ü Hence,
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even few shortcuts per vertex can produce short paths

Note that this becomes the same as Eq. (15.2), as it should, when p = 0. And as p grows it
becomes smaller, with a minimum value of C =
when p = 1. For instance
when c = 6, the minimum value of the clustering coefficient is
(This behavior
contrasts with that of the original Watts-Strogatz version of the small-world model in which edges
are removed from the circle. In that version the clustering coefficient tends to zeroSmall-world
as n
when
p = 1, since
the network
becomes
a random graph at p = 1.)
l For
c=6 and
n=600
regime

Average shortest path lengths
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